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Abstract—We present a two-stage congestion-driven placement
flow. First, during each refinement stage of our multilevel global
placement framework, we replace cells based on the wirelength
weighted by congestion level to reduce the routing demands of
congested regions. Second, after the global placement stage, we
allocate appropriate amounts of white space into different regions
of the chip according to a congestion map by shifting cut lines
in a top-down fashion and apply a detailed placer to legalize the
placement and further reduce the half-perimeter wirelength while
preserving the distribution of white space. Experimental results
show that our placement flow can achieve the best routability with
the shortest routed wirelength among publicly available placement
tools on IBM v2 benchmarks. Our placer obtains 100% successful
routings on 16 IBM v2 benchmarks with shorter routed wirelengths by 3.1% to 24.5% compared to other placement tools.
Moreover, our white space allocation approach can significantly
improve the routability of placements generated by other placement tools.
Index Terms—Circuit placement, design automation, routability, white space allocation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

LACEMENT plays a fundamental and critical role in
the physical design of integrated circuits. The traditional
objectives of placement are to minimize area and wirelength.
Among these two objectives, area optimization becomes less
useful in the fixed-die design mode as we are given an upper
bound on the available area. Total wirelength is not of direct
interests to a circuit designer; of greater importance are the
routability, delay, and power objectives during the placement
stages due to timing and layout closure problems brought by the
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less, half-perimeter wirelength (HPWL), also called boundingbox (BBOX) wirelength, is the most typical objective of a
placement tool as it is easy and simple to compute. Most importantly, HPWL is positively related to the actual interconnect
wirelength, which has a strong correlation with routability and
whose parasitics directly determine the timing and power of a
circuit. Unfortunately, a placement with shorter HPWL may
still be unroutable because the routing resources and routing
demands at some parts of the chip are not matched. Therefore,
achieving routability becomes one of the most difficult tasks of
the placement flow of current designs.
Routability of a placement is determined by two factors,
routing demands and routing resources throughout the chip.
Consequently, routability can be optimized by either reducing
routing demands or increasing routing resources at congested
regions in a placement. We shall review routability improvement techniques in these two categories in the following.
Please also refer to [19] for a good survey of routability-driven
placement.
One approach to routability control is to reduce routing demands. Minimizing the wirelength of a placement may reduce
the total routing demand of the placement. However, routing
failures can still occur in some congested regions. Reducing the
routing demands in congested regions is usually performed in
the global placement stage, as the cell locations are adjusted
only slightly in the detailed placement step. In addition, net
topology manipulation can also be considered for optimization,
so that good routability can be obtained without much increase
in wirelength cost. In [25], the congestion of a placement bin,
which is estimated by Rent rule implicitly, is incorporated into
the HPWL cost function in a simulated annealing flow. The
approach reserves routing resources for global nets by avoiding
excessive usage by local nets. However, the congestion contributed by internal nets within a bin is ignored; hence, the
accuracy of the congestion estimation is reduced. Furthermore,
the topology of the global nets is also ignored. In APlace [28],
the congestion estimated by a probability-based approach is
incorporated into the density penalty function, which is used in
conjunction with a logarithm-sum-exponential wirelength objective function, to obtain a placement with cells roughly evenly
distributed and with improved routability. A postprocessing
step of moving cells with Steiner tree reconstructions during
placement is used in [40]. The movement of a cell is limited,
and reconstructing a Steiner tree for each cell movement is still
expensive. The mPG placer [15], which follows a multilevel
simulated annealing flow, incorporates into its cost function
routing congestion estimated by a tree-based global router. It
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reduces the routing overflow by 50%. However, the runtime
is increased by at least five times due to the high complexity
involved in the construction of routing trees.
Orthogonal to routing demand reduction is the approach that
increases routing resources in congested regions by expanding the region. In fixed-die placement, where white space is
typically present, allocating white space to increase routing
resources in congested regions is a common method to relieve
congestion. White space allocation can be done both during the
global placement stage (or at the end of global placement) or
during the detailed placement stage. Depending on the specific
stage, the congestion estimation method as well as the bin
granularity may differ. Allocating white space to a congested
region can be achieved by inflating cells [6], [24]. In BonnPlace
[6], congestion levels of initial partitions are first estimated by
taking both interregion nets and intraregion nets into account.
Congestion due to interregion nets is estimated by a probabilistic method using a routing grid structure, and congestion due to
intraregion nets is estimated by pin density within this region.
After that, white space is allocated by expanding cell areas in
the congested regions. In [37], congestion in the horizontal or
vertical direction is relieved by expanding the region in that
direction and shrinking the region in the orthogonal direction
in a quadratic placement framework. In [45], expansion of
congested regions is formulated as an integer-programming
problem such that a subset of congested regions is selected to
be expanded with proper amount of white space. Congestiondriven Dragon [44] allocates white space in two steps. White
space is first distributed into rows and then into bins within a
row. As that may increase the row imbalance, Dragon imposes
a lower bound and an upper bound on the amount of white space
available in a row. In all these approaches, providing white
space to relieve congestion and reducing wirelength become
conflicting objectives. Therefore, these approaches improve
routability of placements, at the expense of longer wirelengths.
We also observe that modern designs may contain various
amount of white space. It is obvious that evenly distributed or
randomly distributed white space may increase the wirelength.
To avoid that, white space management methods in [5] and
[1] were proposed. In [5], an analytical placement technique
is used to generate the constraints for the partitioner during
the partitioning-based placement flow. In [1], some part of
white space is inserted as filler cells before global placement.
However, as these white space management methods are not
guided by congestion information, they may not be effective in
reducing congestion.
In this paper, we present a two-stage routability-driven placement flow. We propose a congestion-driven multilevel global
placement method that enhances the routability during global
placement by replacing cells to avoid congested regions. Experiments showed that compared with its wirelength driven
mode, it significantly reduces the global routing overflow and
enhances the detailed routing completion rate. Final routed
wirelengths are also reduced. We also propose a congestiondriven white space allocation method that allocates white space
after the global placement stage to provide appropriate routing
resources to congested regions without a great perturbation on
wirelength. Experiments show that the proposed white space

allocation flow can significantly improve routability of placements generated by various latest placement tools. Combining
the proposed routability-driven global placement and white
space allocation methods, we achieve placements with the best
routability among the publicly available placement tools, with
all IBM-Dragon version 2 easy and hard benchmark circuits
[44] successfully routed. Routed wirelengths are also reduced
by 2.3% to 24.5% compared to other placement tools.
II. C ONGESTION E STIMATION
Existing congestion estimation methods can be divided into
two categories as in [18], topology-based methods (TP-based),
where routing trees are explicitly constructed on some routing
grid, and topology-free methods (TP-free), where no explicit
routing is needed.
Among the two categories, TP-free modeling is usually
faster. This category includes BBOX-based modeling [17],
probabilistic analysis-based modeling [24], [31], Rent’s rulebased modeling [46], and pin density-based modeling [6]. TPbased modeling methods usually construct a Steiner tree for
each net in the netlist. Such modeling method can generate
an upper bound for the routability estimation. If the topology
generated by a TP-based modeling method is similar to what the
after-placement-router does, high fidelity of the modeling can
be expected. The Steiner trees can be either precomputed [34],
or constructed dynamically [15]. More detailed discussions of
congestion methods are available in [19]. In this paper, we
take the TP-based approach developed in [15] and construct
spanning tree-based routing topology to estimate congestion.
A. Routing Resource Estimation
In our workflow, we calculate the resource in a routing
region as
RRr =

n

i=1

Ai
wi + si

where n is the number of routing layers, wi and si are width and
space of metal wires in layer i, respectively. Ai denotes the area
of layer i available for routing over the region r. In particular,
layer 1 and layer 2 might be utilized for routing within the cells;
thus, part of these two layers might not be available for signal
routing. Layer 3 and above are typically available for signal
routing. We do not consider prerouted nets when measuring
Ai because the benchmarks that we used in our experiments
do not contain such information. However, our approaches can
be easily extended to consider different routing resources for
different regions.
B. Routing Demand Estimation
To estimate the congestion of a placement, we build a routing
grid of m × n over the chip on each level. As for routing
demand estimation, the most accurate value usually comes from
global routing itself. However, due to its complexity, global
routing cannot be performed very frequently, as the placement
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higher due to the updates that have to be performed on all the
bins in a probabilistic approach.
Once the topology for each net is determined, the routing
demand by netk on grid cell gcij is calculated as

RDnetk ,gcij =

wnetk ,
α×pinnetk ×wnetk ,
0,

if netk crosses gcij
if netk is within gcij
otherwise.

Here, wnetk is the wire width of netk , α is a user specified
constant, and pinnetk is the number of pins in netk . We use
α = 0.25 in our experiments. The routing demand on grid cell
gcij is calculated as
RDgcij =



all netk RDnetk ,gcij .

for

Fig. 1. Illustration of HVH and VHV routing selection of LZ router.

may go through many changes in each stage, changing the
routing congestion at the same time. Therefore, full-blown
global routing at every step is both expensive and unnecessary.
A congestion estimator with good fidelity and high sensitivity
to placement changes is better suited for our purpose. In our
framework, we start with a minimum spanning tree for each net,
and decompose multipin nets into two-pin connections. Then,
we use the two-bend LZ router developed in [15] to determine
the topology for each two-pin connection.
Fig. 1 gives an illustration of the LZ router. It uses auxiliary
data structures to find good quality routes by performing a
binary search of the possible routes for a two-pin net. For a net
connecting two pins, P1 and P2 , which are bounded by a rectangle bounding box B [Fig. 1(a)], the vertical–horizontal–vertical
(VHV) routing pattern [Fig. 1(b)] is chosen if its possible maximum wire density is smaller than that of
horizontal–vertical–horizontal (HVH); otherwise, the HVH
routing pattern [Fig. 1(c)] is chosen. Suppose the VHV routing
pattern is chosen, the router makes a horizontal cut on B and
selects the partition with a lower wire density to route the horizontal segment. The router performs the cut-and-select process
on the lower wire density partition recursively, as in binary
search, until the location of the horizontal segment narrows to
a single row. Note that this method may not find the location
with the smallest congestion level. Despite its simplicity, the
fidelity of LZ-shaped routing has been confirmed by a previous
study [41], which shows that a large portion of the nets in the
netlist are routed using L- or Z-shaped topology. Comparing our
approach to the approach proposed in [42], the major difference
is that our approach tries to avoid congestion for the routing
trunk through a hierarchical density query, which takes log(m)
time, where m is the total number of locations to be searched.
Throughout the congestion estimation, we commit to only one
routing configuration, instead of using any probability. It was
shown in [16] that the complexity to route a two pin net on
a given gx by gy bin structure for a two pin net that spans
x by y bins is O(log(x + y) × log(gx + gy )). However, the
complexity of using a congestion stamp might still be much

We compute the routing demand for any rectangular region r as

RDgcij .
RDr =
gcij ∈r

Then, we define the overflow on a grid cell gcij as
OVLgcij = max(0, RDgcij − ηRRgcij )
where η is a multiplier that is assigned different values during
the global routing stage and the white space allocation phase.
Intuitively, a grid cell is considered to be congested if its routing demand is larger than its routing resource. Consequently,
during the global placement stage, we set η to be 1, so that
the global placer tries to even out the routing demand only if
the routing demand exceeds its routing resources. While it is
important to know the “absolute” congestion levels during the
global routing phase, relative congestion levels are of greater
importance in the white space allocation stage. During the white
space allocation stage, the purpose is to spread out the routing
demand over the entire placement region such that the routing
demand in a grid cell matches its routing resource. As it is important for the white space allocation phase not to make drastic
changes to the routing tree structures, we set the multiplier η
according to the following formula:
η=

RDrP
RRrP

where RDrP and RRrP are the routing demand and resource
of the whole placement region. Note that η ≤ 1 is a necessary
condition for a placement to be routable.
We also define the overflow of any region r as

OVLgcij
OVLr =
gcij ∈r

instead of the difference between the routing demand and
resource of region r to consider the possible uneven distribution
of routing demand on these grid cells.
We define the overflow caused by netk as

RDnetk ,gcij .
OVLnetk =
{gcij |OVLgcij >0}
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Fig. 2. Multilevel global placement. It consists of a coarsening phase, an
initial solution generation, and a refinement phase.

The overflow of a placement P is defined as
OVLP =

m 
n


OVLgcij .

i=1 i=1

Note that according to our definition, the sum of OVLnetk over
all nets may be greater than OVLP due to double counting.

Fig. 3. Algorithm for congestion driven cell replacement.

III. R OUTABILITY C ONTROL IN G LOBAL P LACEMENT
The global placement in our workflow is built upon mPL
[11], [12], a multilevel standard cell placement engine. Fig. 2
shows its flow, including a coarsening phase in which cells
are recursively aggregated into clusters, an initial placement
generation at the coarsest level, and a refinement phase that
refines each coarser level placement solution to obtain a finer
level solution.
Compared with other state-of-the-art placement tools, mPL
produces competitive placement results in terms of HPWL.
However, mPL gives little consideration for routing congestion. The placement it produces may be overly congested for
subsequent routing. Since refinement is the stage where the cell
locations as well as the net topologies are determined, our focus
for routability control is mainly on the refinement on each level.
The congestion driven refinement during global placement
begins with a congestion estimation using a fast LZ router.
This is followed by a normal wirelength minimization step.
In the end, a subset of cells is chosen and replaced to adjust
the topology of the nets incident on them, so that the routing
demand for current placement can be reduced.
To reduce the routing demand, we selectively replace a subset
of the cells after the wirelength minimization step, so that
the topology of the nets incident on them can be adjusted.
At all levels except the finest, we are actually replacing the
cells. In other words, we treat the clustered nets incident on
these clusters as normal ones with similar width and spacing
requirements.
A secondary objective during this process is to reduce the
wirelength. Migrating cells for routability enhancement has
been proposed in [15] and [25]. However, in [25], the focus is
mainly on reducing local net routing demands, and the routing
topology of global nets are ignored. The approach in [15] is
quite indiscriminate about which cells should be replaced. As
a consequence, there are many candidate cells for replacement,
resulting in prohibitive runtime. In our workflow, candidates for

Fig. 4. Congestion driven cell replacement. The legend corresponds to the
congestion in different routing regions. (a) Original placement of cell c in the
optimal location for HPWL gives a weighted wirelength of 8.8. (b) Replacement of c in a neighboring region gives a weighted wirelength of 6.2.

cell replacement are selected based on the routing topology of
nets incident on them.
Fig. 3 gives a description of this process. We sort the nets
according to the overflow they cause in descending order, and
pick the first s nets, such that the sum of their overflow is
more than the total overflow of the current placement. The cells
connected by these nets will be replaced.
For a cell c, we first determine the grid cell gcij corresponding to its optimal location for HPWL. The set of candidate
grid cells {gci j  } in which c can be replaced are within a
certain distance d from the optimal location of c, i.e., |i − i| +
|j  − j| ≤ d. To evaluate the cost associated with placing c in
a candidate grid cell, the topology for the nets incident on c is
redetermined using the LZ router. Then, the cost is computed
using a weighted wirelength of all the nets incident on c as
follows:

wgtnetk × WLnetk
WLc =
where wgtnetk is the weight on netk , calculated as the average
congestion of the grids cell netk crosses, and WLnetk is the
HPWL of netk . In the end, c is placed at the center of the region
that results in the shortest weighted wirelength.
Fig. 4 shows an example of this process. The congestion
levels in different routing regions are shaded accordingly
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Fig. 5. Overview flow of white space allocation.

(see the legend). Starting from the optimal location for HPWL,
we search the neighborhood for a region that gives the shortest
weighted wirelength. In this example, the optimal location
for the HPWL gives a weighted wirelength of 8.8 due to the
congestion on each route, whereas a neighboring region will
give a smaller weighted wirelength of 6.2.
The total cell area in a routing region might exceed its
capacity after this procedure. To slightly relieve this, we lock
the recently replaced cells and try to rebalance the area density
with ripple move [26]. This replacement process is repeated
for several passes before proceeding to the next level of the
refinement stage.
IV. W HITE S PACE A LLOCATION
In our global placement flow, the amount of white space in a
region may not accurately match its routing demand. Therefore,
we further apply a white space allocation step to allocate
appropriate amounts of white space into congested regions. In
the context of fixed-die placement, this step does not increase
the chip area as white space is already present.
In Dragon [44], based on the total congestion of each row,
white space is first distributed into rows proportionally. Then,
white space is allocated into various locations within each
row. However, cells between different rows might sheer due to
different amount of white space inserted in different location.
Dragon further applies simulated annealing technique to adjust
cell locations to reduce this effect of sheering. However, if
the amounts of white space in rows range widely or some
rows contain far too less white space, the effectiveness of
simulated annealing deteriorates (noting that simulated annealing process should still roughly maintain the amount of white
space in each row). Therefore, Dragon imposes a lower bound
constraint and an upper bound constraint on the amount of
white space distributed to each row, which, on the other hand,
deteriorates the matching between white space and congestion.
Unlike Dragon’s two-step allocation approach [44], we assign
appropriate amounts of white space to congested regions in a
hierarchical flow, which can mitigate the effect of sheering.
The flow of our congestion-driven white space allocation is
shown in Fig. 5. We first construct a slicing tree based on the
geometric locations of all cells. We estimate the congestion
level at each node of the tree and then adjust the cut line location
at each node in a top–bottom fashion to distribute the white
space to two child nodes. After cut line adjustment, we apply a
detailed placer (legalization and local minimization) to remove
overlaps and further reduce HPWL while preserving the white
space distribution.
By using this slicing tree-based white space allocation, we
observe two advantages of this approach. First, the slicing tree

Fig. 6. (a) Slicing tree and its corresponding cut lines and regions. (b) A
slicing tree after congestion estimation and regions after cut lines adjustment.

captures the relative locations among cells; thus, it maintains
the quality of the original placement. Second, this approach
is able to adjust the routing resources of the whole chip
region even when nearby resources are not enough for local
congestion.
A. Slicing Tree and Congestion Estimation
Given any global or detailed placement, we first construct a
slicing tree using a method that is similar to a partitioning-based
global placement flow. The difference is that the partitioning
here is performed based on the geometric locations of the cells
(instead of the minimization of cut size).
We recursively partition the placement, starting from the full
chip level until every region contains a small number of cells.
Cut directions are determined by comparing the aspect ratio
of this region with a fixed value. Each cut line geometrically
bisects a region evenly. For a region, once its cut direction and
cut location are determined, all cells whose centers are located
at the left of the cut line (if cut vertically) or above the cut line
(if cut horizontally) form the left child of that tree node. The
remaining cells in the region form the right child of that node.
This is essentially the slicing tree data structure used to capture
a slicing floorplan [as shown in Fig. 6(a)]. Every node in the
tree maintains its cut direction, cut location, congestion, total
cell area as well as cell list.
Now, we estimate the congestion level of the nodes in the
slicing tree in a bottom-up fashion. The congestion level of
a leaf node can be estimated by the total routing overflow of
the grid cells contained in this leaf node. The congestion level
of an internal node can then be computed through a postorder
traversal of the tree by adding up the congestion levels of two
child nodes.
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B. Cut Line Adjustment
After performing congestion analysis on all tree nodes, we
shift cut line locations in the nodes of the slicing tree by traversing the nodes in a top-down fashion such that the amounts
of white space allocated to the two child nodes are linearly
proportional to their congestion levels. Consider a region r with
lower left corner (x0 , y0 ), upper right corner (x1 , y1 ), and the
original vertical cut direction at xcut = (x0 + x1 )/2. Thus, the
area of this region is Ar = (x1 − x0 )(y1 − y0 ). Assume that
the total area of cells for left subregion r0 and right subregion
r1 are S0 and S1 , and the corresponding congestion levels are
OVL0 and OVL1 , respectively. We want to distribute the total
amount of white space, which is (Ar − S0 − S1 ), to the two
subregions such that the amounts of white space in the two
subregions are linearly proportional to their congestion levels.
Thus, the amount of white space allocated to subregion r0 is
(Ar − S0 − S1 )[OVL0 /(OVL0 + OVL1 )]. Then, the new cut
line location xcut can be derived as follows:
γ=
xcut

0
S0 + (Ar − S0 − S1 ) OVLOVL
0 +OVL1

Ar

= γx1 + (1 − γ)x0

where γ is the ratio of the left subregion area to Ar after the cut
line adjustment.
This step is similar to a top-down partitioning-based global
placement except that the cut direction, the cut location and
subnetlists are all known. With the cut line being shifted, cell
locations in two subregions are also scaled accordingly.1 After
cut line adjustment and cell location scaling, we obtain a global
placement that contains overlaps even if we start with a legal
placement. Moreover, cells may not be placed along a row.
The cut line shifting approach can be traced back to [7]
or earlier. In [7] and their recent work [10], both horizontal
and vertical cut lines are shifted to satisfy area constraints.
Due to the restriction of a horizontal cut line be located at
a row boundary, however, the area constraints may not be
met completely. Furthermore, they did not consider congestion
during cut line shifting. In our approach, cut line adjustment
approach is performed in the same spirit as fractional cut [3],
where horizontal cuts are not aligned with row boundaries,
and can be shifted to any location within a row. We illustrate
the region changes before and after cut line adjustment by an
example in Fig. 6(b). In this example, we show the total cell
area and congestion level at every tree node of the slicing
tree. Cut lines are adjusted from top to bottom such that the
amounts of white space in the subregions are proportional to
their congestion levels.
C. Legalization and Local Minimization
After cut line adjustment and cell location scaling, the cells
may overlap and they may not be placed along rows. A detailed
placer is required to legalize the placement. This detailed
1 In our preliminary work [30], cells in a region were temporarily located at
the center of that region during the process of cut-line shifting.
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placer should be able to maintain the locations of white space
such that the white space is not greatly redistributed. As the
detailed placer DOMINO [22] generates packed placements to
minimize HPWL, it does not fit our purpose.
We propose a detailed placer to preserve white space distribution and further reduce HPWL. This detailed placer contains
two steps, the legalization step and the local minimization step.
We first adopt a greedy legalization algorithm to remove the
overlaps. This legalization algorithm was first proposed in [23]
and was extended in [29]. Then, we locally minimize HPWL
using a sliding window approach [3], [9].
Although we do not explicitly consider routability in the
detail placement stage, we observe that minimizing HPWL
(without great perturbation to white space) during this stage
leads to better routability. Congestion-weighted HPWL as in
Section III can be used to further address routability.
1) Legalization Step: In the legalization step, all cells are
aligned to sites and overlaps between cells are removed. We
sort all cells in the increasing order of x-coordinates of their
centers. Starting from the leftmost cell, we determine one cell
at a time the row and site that the cell belongs to by minimizing
the relocation cost. In this paper, relocation cost is defined as
the cost incurred in moving a cell from the original location
to a new location, which is the distance between the original
location and new location. Details of this legalization step can
be found in [29].
2) Local Minimization by Permutation: In the local minimization step, the wirelength is further reduced by searching
locally the minimum wirelength of a window containing a small
number of cells and possible white space. We slide the window
over the entire chip from left to right, and from bottom to top,
overlapping with the previous window. This approach has been
used in various placers, such as Feng Shui [3] and CAPO [8].
Feng Shui applied a dynamic programming approach to assign
cells to single row or multiple rows, while CAPO applied
a branch and bound approach to consider several cells in a
one-row window. We propose a near-exhaustive approach to
permute cells in a one-row and two-row window.2 In our experiments, each window contains a total of six real cells and/or
white-space cells, where a white-space cell occupies contiguous
empty sites within a prespecified width in a row (a contiguous
white space that is too wide is represented by several whitespace cells). Each window overlaps with a previous window by
three real cells and/or white-space cells.
If a window covers only one row, all permutations of cells
are feasible; we permute real cells as well as white-space cells
to find a best ordering of them in a row in terms of HPWL. The
permutation of cells in a two-row window is not as straightforward. Let N (≤ 6) denote the number of real cells (hereafter
referred to as “cells”) in the window. We now present our proposed heuristic for the permutation of N cells in a two-row window, which is given in Fig. 7, in the remainder of this section.

2 In our preliminary work [30], we used a heuristic to permute cells in
a window based on estimated HPWL. Our proposed approach in this paper
obtains 1.0% shorter routed wirelength at a penalty of 9.4% longer total runtime
of our two-stage placement flow. However, the total placement and routing time
is reduced by 5.4%.
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cell ck , which is wider than clast_selected , into C0 . If the upper
bound constraint is not violated, this partitioning is feasible,
and its wirelength cost is evaluated by EvalCost(C0 , C1 ). To
evaluate the wirelength cost of a partitioning C0 and C1 , we
exhaustively permute C0 in row r0 and C1 in row r1 to find the
best wirelength. For efficiency, cells in row r0 are permuted
independently of the permutation of cells in row r1 . This
method provides an acceptable runtime with little sacrifice in
placement quality. In summary, we exhaustively search the best
permutation in terms of HPWL among all feasible partitionings
of cells into two rows.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

Fig. 7. (a) Algorithm for partitioning N cells in a two-row window.
(b) Algorithm for performing local minimization by two-row permutation.

In this algorithm, C = {ci }, i ∈ {1, . . . , N } is a set of cells
contained in the window, sorted in an increasing order based
on their widths. Let w0 and w1 (x0 and x1 ), respectively, be the
widths (x-coordinates of the first sites) of the lower row (r0 )
and upper row (r1 ) in the window. In order to accommodate all
cells in the window, (w0 + w1 ) should be larger than or equal
to TotalWidth(C), i.e., the total width of cells in C. A lower
bound LB0 and an upper bound UB0 of total widths of cells in
r0 can be easily found, which are (TotalWidth(C) − w1 ) and
w0 , respectively. These two bounds can be used to determine
the feasibility of a partitioning solution.
When (w0 + w1 ) > TotalWidth(C), there is white space
inside this window. The existence of white space allows for
more feasible partitions of cells into two rows. Thus, we can
explore more partitioning solutions to reduce wirelength.
From our experience, although white space is redistributed
by local optimization within this window and each window
is overlapped with adjacent windows, it is unlikely that
white space would migrate over a long distance. Thus, we
can maintain the original distribution of white space in the
macroscopic view (see Fig. 8).
Let C0 and C1 (C1 = C − C0 ) denote two disjoint sets of
C, that are assigned to rows r0 and r1 , respectively. In this
algorithm, we construct all feasible partitionings recursively.
Given a feasible partitioning, C0 and C1 , let clast_selected be the
widest cell last added to C0 . The algorithm pushes a candidate

In the following, we use mPL-R (Routability-driven mPL)
to denote our global placement flow, WSA (White Space Allocation) our white space allocation flow, mPL-R+WSA the
combined flow.
We evaluate the effectiveness of our tools (mPL-R, WSA
and mPL-R+WSA) in achieving routability by comparing
them with several state-of-the-art academic tools, including
Dragon 3.01 [44], CAPO 9.3 [8], Feng Shui 5.1 [3], and mPG
1.0 [16], a leading-edge industrial placement tool Cadence
QPLACE (in SEULTRA 5.3). Dragon is run with -fd option
for congestion-driven mode (therefore shown as Dragon-fd in
the following tables). CAPO is run with -uniformWS and
-tryHarder for better routability (thereby with longer runtime).
mPG is run using the wirelength objective instead of the
congestion minimization objective due to the huge runtime and
memory usage of congestion-driven mPG.3 As mPG generates
global placements with overlaps, we apply QPLACE ECO
mode to obtain the final placements. Routability and routed
wirelength of placements generated by these tools are evaluated
by Cadence WROUTE (in SEULTRA 5.3) with all settings on
default.4 As we are unable to obtain the binary of routabilitydriven APlace for comparison, we use the partial routability
results published in [28] (on ibm01/02/07/08 easy and hard
benchmarks) for comparison.
All experiments are performed on the complete set of IBMDragon version 2 easy and hard benchmarks. These benchmarks were converted from ISPD98 [4] by mapping cells to
commercial standard cell library by authors of Dragon [44] to
evaluate routability of placements. The characteristics of these
benchmarks, including number of cells, number of nets, ratio of
white space to the chip area, and routing layers, are shown on
Table I. The relative amount of white space in these benchmarks
varies from about 5% to 15%.
Dragon, CAPO, and mPG are each run for five times for
each benchmark. Feng Shui, QPLACE, and our tools are
3 For congestion-driven mPG, we obtain placements only for ibm01 and
ibm02.
4 We found that routing results obtained from WROUTE in SE 5.3 were better
than those obtained from Nanoroute (V4.10-p554.001 in SOC Encounter 4.1)
based on placement solutions from Dragon and our flow. However, Nanoroute
or newer version of WROUTE might produce better routing results on placements generated by other placers [39]. As WROUTE in SE 5.3 with the same
configuration is used throughout our experiments, we believe that it can serve
as a tool to evaluate routability of placements, although the results may not be
representative of what can be achieved by other routers.
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Fig. 8. (a) Congestion map of ibm02-easy benchmark after applying mPL-R. (b) Incremental changes in the congestion levels after applying the cut-line
adjustment step of WSA. (c) Incremental changes in the congestion levels after legalization. (d) Incremental changes in congestion levels after the local
minimization step.
TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF IBM VERSION 2 BENCHMARKS

run once as they generate the same placement for different
runs. Dragon, CAPO, and Feng Shui are run on a Pentium
4 2.6-GHz CPU with 512-MB memory running Linux. mPG,
Cadence QPLACE, and WROUTE are run on an UltraSpacII
450-MHz CPU with 1-GB memory.
The results are given in Tables II–V. We use “Dragon-fd”
in these tables to emphasize Dragon in the congestion-driven
mode instead of its default wirelength-driven mode. All data are
obtained by averaging over the runs except the column “S/V/F.”
In Tables II, IV, and V, the columns “r-WL,” “vias,” “vlts,”
“o.c.%” and “r-time” show the routed wirelengths, numbers of
vias, numbers of violations, percentages of overcapacity gcells
and routing times reported by WROUTE, respectively.
The column “S/V/F” shows status of the routing results. The
status of a routing result can be one of the following: successful
routing without violation (denoted as “S”), finished routing
with some violations (denoted as “V”), and failed routing due
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TABLE II
ROUTABILITY COMPARISON OF OUR TOOL WITH VARIOUS PLACEMENT TOOLS. ALL WIRELENGTHS ARE SCALED BY 106 MICROMETER

to too many violations or too long a routing time (denoted as
“F”). For example, “1/0/4” means that there are 1 successful
routing, 0 finished routing, and 4 failed routings in five runs.
The column “r-time” shows the average for only successful or
finished routings. Failed routings are excluded in the routing
time comparison, as they have either a very short routing time
or a time of 24 h (the runtime limit for the router), which if
included would skew the comparison in favor of this paper.
The row “summary” summarizes the results of these placement

tools on this suite of benchmarks. The column “S/V/F” in this
row shows the total numbers of successful routings, finished
routings, and failed routings on easy and hard benchmarks.
The column “vlts” in this row shows the average numbers of
violations of all easy and hard benchmarks.
Among these columns, “S/V/F” is a straightforward indicator
of the routability of the placement generated by a placer. The
routing completion rate is the ratio of the number of successful
routings over the total number of routings, i.e., S/(S + V + F)
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TABLE III
RUNTIME COMPARISON AMONG VARIOUS PLACEMENT TOOLS. THE RUNTIMES ARE IN FORMATS OF “HR:MM:SS” OR “MM:SS”

TABLE IV
IMPACTS OF VARIOUS ROUTABILITY OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES IN OUR FLOW. ALL WIRELENGTHS ARE SCALED BY 106 MICROMETER

by using entries in the column “S/V/F.” Overcapacity gcells
(“o.c.%”) reflects the congestion level of a placement, which
is evaluated by the global router of WROUTE.

results. For example, for five runs of Dragon and CAPO on
each of the 16 benchmarks, Dragon obtains 65.0% (58 out
of 80) successful, 22.5% (18) finished and 12.5% (10) failed
routings,5 and CAPO obtains 30.0% (24) successful, 36.3%

A. Routability Comparison
From Table II, we observe that our placement flow of mPLR+WSA obtains successful routings for all 16 benchmarks,
whereas other tools can only have partial successful routing

5 One possible reason that routability of placement solutions obtained from
Dragon reported in Table II differs from that in [44] is that the results from [44]
were obtained using a different set of tuning parameters in the algorithm [43],
which we cannot reproduce in this paper.
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TABLE V
ROUTABILITY RESULTS AFTER APPLYING OUR APPROACH WSA TO PLACEMENTS GENERATED BY VARIOUS TOOLS.
ALL WIRELENGTHS ARE SCALED BY 106 MICROMETER

(29) finished and 33.8% (27) failed routings.6 For one run on
each of the 16 benchmarks, QPLACE obtains 75.0% (12 out
of 16) successful and 25.0% (4) finished routings. Moreover,
among all tools, our placement flow obtains the shortest routed
wirelengths, whereas those of Dragon and QPLACE are 9.8%
and 13.6% longer. APlace produces one finished routing among
ibm01-08 benchmarks and 3.1% longer routed wirelength compared to our combined flow. We also obtain fewer vias and
fewer overcapacity gcells. We conclude that our placement flow
of mPL-R+WSA is the best in terms of routability and routed
wirelength.
The runtimes of various placement tools including mPL-R
and WSA on these benchmarks are shown in Table III in the

6 Possible reasons for the difference in the routability of placement solutions
obtained from CAPO in Table II and in [39] are: 1) noting that CAPO
runs faster than most placement tools, each run of CAPO in [39] produces
three independent solutions, among which the one with the best wirelength
is picked and 2) a newer version of WROUTE (in SOC 4.1) with the option
“frouteAutoStop FALSE” being used [33].

columns with “p,” “p(mPL-R)” and “p(WSA).” For each tool,
we also show the total runtime of placement and routing (by
WROUTE) in the columns “p + r.” In the row “summary,” we
show the ratios of placement runtime and P&R runtime of these
tools with respect to those of our flow on both easy and hard
benchmarks, respectively. From Table II, we find that Dragon,
QPLACE, and mPL-R+WSA achieve better routability on
these IBM benchmarks. Among these three tools with good
routability, QPLACE is the best in terms of placement runtime,
thus is most scalable and Dragon the least scalable.
Within our combined flow, mPL-R contributes 84% of
the total runtime, and WSA takes 16% of the total runtime.
Compared to the wirelength-oriented mPL, our combined flow
increases the total runtime by 1.64×. However, our runtime is
still competitive to other tools especially when we consider the
total placement and routing runtime on top of the quality of
solutions obtained by our flow. When the total runtime of both
placement and routing is considered, our flow is comparable
to that of QPLACE and is much shorter than other placers,
with the caveat that QPLACE, mPG, and WROUTE are run
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on SUN 450-MHz CPU and others are run on Linux 2.6-GHz
CPU. Recall that we exclude failed routings in the calculation
of the total placement and routing time, which if considered, the
total placement and routing time of our flow would have been
even better than what is shown in this table.

map. We show the changes in the congestion map during
our combined flow mPL-R+WSA on a particular benchmark
ibm02-easy in Fig. 8. We show in Fig. 8(a) the congestion map
after applying mPL-R. Hot spots in Fig. 8(a) correspond to congested regions in the global placement generated by mPL-R.
In Fig. 8(b), we show the changes in the congestion levels made
by the first step of WSA, i.e., cut line adjustment. As indicated
by the “hot spots” in Fig. 8(b), the neighboring regions of
the true hot spots in Fig. 8(a) have significant increases in
their congestion levels after cut-line adjustment. It is obvious
that white space allocation by cut line adjustment migrates
routing demands from congested regions to less congested
neighboring areas. Fig. 8(c) and (d) shows the incremental
changes in the congestion levels made by the legalization
and local minimization steps of WSA. It is evident that the
legalization and local minimization steps only slightly perturb
the white space distribution and hence congestion distribution.
We conclude that: 1) it is not necessary to update the congestion
map during white space allocation step and 2) the legalization
step and detailed placement step do not redistribute white
space greatly.

B. Impacts of Various Routability Optimization Techniques
Table IV compares the impacts of each technique in our
workflow. We compare the routability of flow mPL, mPL-R,
mPL+WSA, and mPL-R+WSA. Note that we did not compare with recent placement packages mPL5 [14] and mPL6
[13], as they are wirelength optimization only. The results in
the summary row of Table IV are normalized to those of mPL.
It can be seen that both routability control technique during
global placement stage and white space allocation technique
after global placement stage are effective in relieving routing
congestion. Compared to mPL, these two techniques can reduce the overflowed global routing cells by 83% and 87%,
respectively. As a result, both techniques improve the completion rate from zero successful routing to 14 successful routings
out of 16 routings. Both techniques also reduce the routed
wirelength by 9.4% and 10.6%, respectively. The combined
flow has successful routings on all these benchmarks. Routed
wirelengths are improved significantly by 12.5%. Overall, the
combined workflow is the best in terms of final completion rate
and routed wirelength. We also conclude that both techniques
are necessary in this congestion-driven placement flow.
C. Impacts of White Space Allocation
We further evaluate the impacts of the white space allocation
technique by applying it on the placements generated by other
tools. Routability results are shown in Table V.
Table V shows that our approach can greatly improve the
routability of a placement, especially on those placements
generated by wirelength-driven placement tools. After applying
our approach, Dragon obtains 71.3% (57 out of 80) successful,
28.8% (23) finished and 0 failed routing results and CAPO
obtains 61.3% (49) successful and 35.0% (28) finished and
3.8% (3) failed routing results; similar results are obtained for
Feng Shui, mPG, and QPLACE. Compared to results obtained
by these tools without our white space allocation technique (see
the summary row in Table V), we consistently reduce the routed
wirelength by 4.5% to 11.0%. We also reduce the number of
vias, violations, and significantly reduce the overcapacity gcells
(with the exception of QPLACE). We conclude that routability
and routed wirelength can be simultaneously improved with our
white space allocation technique. Although Dragon_fd+WSA
has a similar average routed wirelength as mPL-R+WSA, its
routability is much worse.
During the top-down cut line adjustment process, there are
changes in the congestion levels of the placement in different
regions. However, we observe that the changes of congestion
levels are fairly local and minimal; consequently, it is not
necessary to update the congestion map during this top-down
flow or readjust cut line location based on a new congestion

VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Routability is one of the key problems in the placement
stage. It can be achieved by either reducing routing demands
or increasing routing resources in congestion regions. We propose a congestion-driven global placement that enhances the
routability by considering routing resource demand reduction.
We also propose a congestion-driven white space allocation
step that can further allocate appropriate amounts of white
space into congestion regions to increase routing resources
without large wirelength overhead. Experimental results show
that our placement flow can greatly improve routability and
reduce routed wirelength. We achieve successful routings on
all IBM easy and hard benchmark circuits with the best routed
wirelength and competitive runtime. Compared to congestiondriven Dragon, which generates 65.0% successful routings out
of 80 placements on IBM version 2 easy and hard benchmarks,
our combined flow generates 100% successful routings with
9.8% shorter routed wirelength, much fewer vias, and shorter
routing runtime. Compared to other academic tools, such as
CAPO, Feng Shui and mPG, improvements obtained from the
proposed flow are even more significant.
One of our ongoing efforts is to extend the combined
flow of mPL-R+WSA for mixed-size placement. The latest
wirelength-driven version of mPL (mPL6 [13]) effectively
handles macroblocks and standard cells simultaneously. However, WSA introduces overlaps among standard cells and macroblocks; the legalization step in WSA may greatly change the
cell locations with the existence of blocks [2]. Recall also that
WSA scales all cell locations in one region as white space is
allocated. The presence of fixed blocks, as in many real-life
designs, will affect the effectiveness of this scaling. Irregular
(instead of straight horizontal or vertical) cut line adjustment,
diffusion-based method [38], or computational geometry-based
placement migration [32] may alleviate such difficulties. More
sophisticated heuristics combining wirelength reduction and
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placement migration (by cut line adjustment or other methods)
and legalization techniques should be considered to handle
movable or fixed blocks. The complete support of mixed-size
placement with routability control is beyond the scope of this
paper, as the mixed-size placement by itself is a very difficult
problem and under active research [13], [20], [27], [35], [36].
In an upcoming work, we develop an efficient algorithm for
legalization of mixed-size placement [21] and develop a framework of multilevel legalization. We plan to use this framework
to incorporate WSA and support routability control in mixedsize placement.
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